
HUGE news on vaccines breaking later today, Infant formula rationing begins,
plus a preview of bombshells yet to come

Description

USA: In today’s Situation Update podcast (see bel0w), I give you a heads up about the Stew Peters
documentary featuring bombshell new research from Dr. Brian Ardis. This is being released this
evening, around 6 pm or 7 pm eastern time, via the StewPeters.TV website.

Immediately after that, Brighteon drops the first segment in a 3-part interview with Dr. Ardis, covering
the same intel. You can find that tonight at:

https://www.brighteon.com/channels/hrreport

Parts 2 and 3 will be posted on Tuesday and Wednesday.

Other indy media interviews with Dr. Ardis have also been completed and are going to start rolling out
across free speech platforms over the next 48 hours. The corporate media’s so-called “fact checkers”
will be relentlessly attempting to destroy this new information via rigged fact-checking, and then after
that, a massive onslaught of new documentation and citation-backed articles is going to obliterate the
fraudulent fact-checkers. This is how it’s all going to play out, as you’ll soon see.

There will also be an immediate effort to scrub the internet of hundreds of documents admitting to
all this, but we’ve already saved off all the offline versions of these web pages, so they cannot be
memory holed. Other researchers have done the same. All the files are already distributed across
multiple journalists and investigators. There are no loose ends on this one. Signed, sealed, delivered.

What you’re about to learn from the Dr. Ardis bombshells (and the Stew Peters documentary coverage)
is truly game-changing information. It will, for the first time, reveal what “covid” really is and how to 
treat covid vaccine injuries. It also reveals the underlying source for remdesivir and explains why
that drug is causing so many deaths via widespread kidney damage.

 

You’re also going to learn why you should never consume city water again, nor should you eat or
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https://www.redvoicemedia.com/stew-peters-show/
https://www.brighteon.com/channels/hrreport


drink anything made from city water.

Infant formula rationing has begun as Walgreens limits
purchases

Remember last week when I warned that rail shipments of grain supplies for dairy operations would
lead to severe shortages of dairy products? Even before that wave has kicked in, Walgreens has
begun limiting purchases on infant formula due to supply chain failures.

Covered by CBS News, the grocery statistics aggregator known as Datasembly is warning that 29% of
baby formula products are out of stock:

“This is a shocking number that you don’t see for other categories.” – Ben Reich, CEO of Datasembly.
“We’ve been tracking it over time and it’s going up dramatically. We see this category is being affected
by economic conditions more dramatically than others…”
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https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-04-06-he-planned-starvation-grain-deliveries-by-rail-to-be-partially-halted.html
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The dairy shortages have only just begun. It’s going to get far, far worse later this year. And with food 
prices now rising 12.6% month over month, food prices will double every six months as long as this
trend continues.

Welcome to Joe Biden’s hyperinflation scenario. You’ll have plenty of time to ponder the evils of the
Biden regime while you’re starving this coming Fall and Winter.

More bombshell intel on what’s happening in Ukraine
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I received intel over the last 24 hours that I shared today on Brighteon.Social. Here’s the intel:

INTEL FLASH: In the next 2 weeks, you are going to see POW videos coming out of Russia, showing 
high-level American, French and NATO military officials who have been captured by Russia in Eastern 
Ukraine. These POWs will admit to running illegal interrogation and torture campaigns that they carried 
out with the Ukraine government. They will serve as proof that NATO was running a proxy war against 
Russia, using Ukraine as the staging ground. It will also show that NATO officials were tightly 
coordinated with actual Nazis who sought to carry out ethnic genocide against the Russian people via 
genetically-targeted bioweapons releases. Ultimately, the bioweapons funding will be traced back to 
the Biden family.

It is now fully confirmed that 100+ NATO military commanders and high-level officials are trapped and
about to be taken prisoner. Rumor is that the entire ground game in Ukraine is being run by the 
United States and NATO, working on conjunction with the Azov Nazis (who are being obliterated).

The noose is tightening around the remaining Ukrainian forces (in the East) who are surrounded and
completely out of supplies (food, water, ammo, etc.). They are going to be overrun and destroyed in
the next few days. Ukraine has been ordered by the USA to sacrifice all these young lives in order to
avoid surrendering to Russia. This is all going to end disastrously for Ukraine, and the truth about the
NATO presence on the ground is going to be revealed. This is why Ukraine is desperately running so
many false flags right now, even launching missiles at their own civilians.

Is the CDC blaming gay lifestyles for vaccine injuries?

The other bombshell topic covered today is the fact that the CDC now appears to be blaming gay
lifestyles for vaccine injuries. The CDC is claiming there’s an outbreak of meningitis among gay men in
Florida, but the symptoms seem to almost perfectly resemble covid vaccine side effects: fever,
headache, stiff neck, nausea, vomiting, light sensitivity, confusion and rash.

The CDC announcement on this “meningococcal disease outbreak” is urging gay and bisexual men to 
take more vaccines.

Nowhere does the CDC suggest that perhaps it’s not natural, nor safe, to engage in anal intercourse
due to the blood-to-skin transmission of whatever a person has in their blood.

Importantly, when gay men are vaccinated with mRNA vaccines, their bodies produce toxic 
spike protein nanoparticles which can be transmitted to gay sex partners via anal intercourse. It is
also likely that these spike protein nanoparticles (which are bioweapons) would be present in the
semen.

Thus, when gay men get vaccinated and then have sex with other men, they are spreading 
depopulation weapons across the gay community.

Men having anal intercourse with other men is already risky enough in terms of exposure to fecal
pathogens, but adding covid vaccine spike proteins to the cocktail only makes things worse. It’s no
surprise that many of the side effects are indicative of nerve damage caused by exposure to toxins.
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https://www.cdc.gov/meningococcal/outbreaks/FL2022.html


When the Dr. Ardis details come out later today, you will understand even more why vaccinated gay
men are quite literally toxic to other gay men when they engage in anal intercourse or body fluid
exchange. They are literally sharing bioweapons toxins and poisoning each other.

So far, the gay community (to my knowledge) has not yet become aware of any of this, but there is a
massive CDC cover-up (and covid vaccine cover-up) that presents unique risks to those pursuing gay
lifestyles.

Fascinatingly, as much as I urge people to avoid gay sexual activity and multiple partners, anyone who
wishes to engage in such behavior for their own reasons should make sure their intercourse partners
are not vaccinated with covid vaccines. Especially not mRNA. All people (not just gay people, but
everyone) who are injected with mRNA “vaccines” — which aren’t even vaccines at all but are actually
gene modification experimental injections — should be considered walking biological weapons
factories. This applies to those who are gay, straight, bi, etc.

Even heterosexual partners should be asked whether they’ve been injected with mRNA experiments,
because women who have taken the clot shots may be unable to conceive due to the ovary-damaging
effects of the vaccines. Men who have been injected may have toxins in their semen.

Bottom line? Never have sex with anyone who took the mRNA transhumanism shots.

Is there an unvaccinated gay dating app? Somehow, I doubt it…

Get all these details and more in today’s Situation Update podcast at:

Brighteon.com/1e687c6a-d3ed-4649-94e5-0f237ca2c462

Discover more information-packaged podcasts each day, along with special reports, interviews and
emergency updates, at:
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